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ABOUT CORNISH COLLEGE OF THE ARTS

Cornish College of the Arts is nationally recog-
nized as a premier college of the visual and 
performing arts offering Bachelor of Fine Arts 
degrees in dance, theater, art, design and 
performance production, and a Bachelor of 
Music degree. A pioneer in arts education,
Cornish College of the Arts sprang from the 
remarkable vision of Nellie Cornish, a woman 
determined to cultivate the arts in Seattle 
when it was scarcely more than a frontier 
town. Her philosophy of educating the artist 
through exposure to all the arts was progres-
sive at the time, and continues to be innova-
tive today.

This concert was made possible in part by 
funding from the Seattle Offi ce of Arts and
Cultural Affairs.
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Cornish College of the Arts Presents:

GAMELAN PACIFICA
with special guest KI MIDIYANTO

 
Saturday, May 12, 2012

8:00 PM
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Jarrad Powell

Stephen Fandrich

Please be respectful of our performers and your fellow audience members by turning off your cell phones before the 
performance begins.

Video and audio recording are not permitted in PONCHO Concert Hall.

Gendhing Tala Nourishment, laras pélog pathet lima

Gendhing Érang–Érang Bagelèn – ladrang Opak Apem – ladrang 
Peksi Kuwung, laras pélog pathet nem

Gendhing Logondhang – ladrang Éling–Éling, laras pélog pathet 

Gendhing Larawudhu – ladrang Dhandhanggula Subasiti – ladrang 
Clunthang, laras sléndro pathet sanga

Ketawang Chroma, laras pélog pathet lima

Gendhing Montro – ladrang Lipursari, laras sléndro pathet manyura

INTERMISSION



BIOS

Renowned Javanese musician and eleventh- 
generation dhalang (puppetmaster) 
KI MIDIYANTO has performed for over twenty 
years in Indonesia, the United States, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, and Singapore. Born 
in Wonogiri, a rural district in the south central 
part of the island of Java in the nation of  
Indonesia, Midiyanto went on to study 
gamelan and shadow puppetry at the Sekolah  
Tinggi Seni Karawitan (Indonesian Academy 
of Musical Arts) in Surakarta, Java before 
venturing abroad to teach and perform. He is 
currently a Lecturer in Gamelan on the music 
faculty at the University of California, Berkeley. 

For  over  thirty  years  GAMELAN PACIFICA 
has been at the forefront of creating and 
performing gamelan music in America.  
Originally formed in 1980, Gamelan Pacifica  
has performed extensively in the Pacific 
Northwest, as well as Canada, and is widely 
considered among the finest ensembles 
devoted to the performance of gamelan 
music in America. An active and adventurous 
ensemble with a reputation for performing 
both traditional and contemporary gamelan 
music, Gamelan Pacifica has played host  
to some of Indonesia’s most respected artsts 
including Peni Candra Rini, Rahayu Supanggah, 
Didik Nini Thowok, Sri Djoko Rahardja, I  
Made Sidia, Endo Suanda, A.W. Sutrisno, Ki 
Purbo Asmoro, Ki Midiyanto, Goenawan  
Mohamad, Tony Prabowo and others. 

Gamelan Pacifica have been guest performers  
at the Smithsonian Institute’s Festival of  
Indonesia, New Music Across America Festival,  
Vancouver New Music Society, On the Boards,  
Walker Arts Center, Performing Arts Chicago, 
and elsewhere. Gamelan Pacifica’s latest 
recording, Scenes from Cavafy, available on 
New World Records, features world premiere 
recordings of three major works by the 
American composer Lou Harrison. Gamelan 
Pacifica has been the recipient of numerous 
grants and awards, including support from 
the National Endowment for the Arts, the 
Rockefeller Foundation and Arts International. 
Gamelan Pacifica is currently supported in 
part by sustaining funds from the Seattle  
Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs and 4Culture. 
Gamelan Pacifica is a professional ensemble-
in-residence at Cornish College of the Arts 
and is directed by Professor Jarrad Powell.

www.gamelanpacifica.org
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PERFORMERS

VOCALISTS

Jessika Kenney 
Stephen Fandrich

INSTRUMENTALISTS

Jesse Snyder 
Stephanie Shadbolt 
Stephen Fandrich 
Stephen Parris 
Jarrad Powell 
Mindy Johnston 
Adrienne Varner 
Ted Gill 
Deena Manis 
Sarah Butler 
Kate Finn 
Maggie Brown 
Richard Robinson 
Christina Sunardi
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NOTES

Gendhing
A term that can refer generally to all gamelan 
compositions, it can also refer more specifically 
to the pieces that utilize the larger formal 
structures found in gamelan music. Gendhing  
are divided into gendhing ageng (large 
gendhing) and gendhing alit (small gendhing). 
These structures are defined by the length 
and number of the melodic phrases and by 
the sounding of certain characteristic  
instruments (most obviously the large hanging  
gongs) that punctuate at regular intervals  
the passage of time.

Ladrang 
The largest of the gendhing alit or smaller formal  
structures found in gamelan music.

Ketawang 
Another gendhing alit that is smaller in formal 
structure than the ladrang.

Laras
scale; there are two primary scales used in 
gamelan: sléndro and pélog.

Pathet
mode; the word pathet is an inclusive term that 
can include aspects of composition and 
elaboration that are necessary to establish the  
feeling of the mode. It can also include  
additional concepts, such as rasa (feeling,  
affect, mood, meaning) or time of day. 
Gamelan compositions frequently touch on 
more than one pathet but usually identify one 
as dominant.

Sléndro 
The basic scale of slendro includes five tones 
that are widely space with no half steps. 
Generally these intervals are larger than the 
whole-steps found in scales in western music. 
Other tones are sometimes added to the  
basic five by instruments that are flexible in 
pitch, such as the human voice or rebab (two-
stringed bowed fiddle) in a process known  
as miring.

Pélog
This scale includes seven tones that include half- 
step intervals. While seven tones are found in 
the diatonic scales of western music, pelog 
intervals are a bit different than those found in 
western tuning.

nem, lima, manyura, sanga
The names of specific pathet or modes found 
in Javanese gamelan music.

The titles of gamelan pieces include a variety of words. In addition to the poetic title of the piece, there  
are words that reveal aspects of form, scale, and mode. In the titles in this program the poetic titles  
appear in bold italicized print. The remaining words are the ones that refer to the aspects of form, 
scale, and mode (see definitions below). A single continuous performance often includes a suite of  
separate pieces that are connected together because of certain affinities they have with one  
another. As you can see from the titles above there may be two or three pieces joined together in  
this way to create one larger work.

Historically important Javanese literature is written in poetic form. The texts used for vocal parts in gamelan  
music are usually drawn from these poetic sources. The poetic form accounts for the number of 
syllables as well as the sound of the ending of words in each stanza. For many Javanese gendhing 
texts are interchangeable, as long as the poetic meter matches the requirements of the melody. For 
tonight’s concert most texts are in the poetic form known as kinanthi. We have chosen as the source 
text an episode from the Ramayana. Nine stanzas relate an episode during the battle between Rama’s  
combined forces and Ngalengka. The monkey army has been attacked and many lie wounded.  
Laksmana is also wounded. Hanoman meditates and is visited by Narada who informs him that the 
way to revive Laksmana is by applying a leaf that he will find growing on the slopes of the Malyawan 
mountains. Essentially the vocal parts in tonight’s performance, taken as a whole, will gradually  
reveal this story.


